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Abstract

The functionality of volatile random access memories (RAMs) in personal computers, em-
bedded systems, networking devices, and many other products is based on an access scheme
which was designed over thirty years ago. Since then a variety of different realizations has
evolved. Due to the fact that VLSI designs for memory chips have always been optimized
for area and not for access speed, RAM chips have become more and more the performance
bottleneck of complex computing systems.

This survey gives an overview of current memory chip architectures. The basic func-
tionality of memories is explained and the advantages and drawbacks of each RAM type
are discussed. By providing a better understanding of the limits of current RAM designs,
this report supports the decision for a particular RAM in an individual application.
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1 Introduction

The functionality and architecture of static and dynamic random access memories (RAM)
were developed at the end of the 60’s (static RAM cell functional principle: [67], dy-
namic RAM cell functional principle: [7]). Astonishingly, the basic functional principles
of memory chips have not changed over the years. New semiconductor technologies have
evolved and led to a spectacular increase in memory capacity. Since memory chips have
always been optimized for capacity and not for access speed, they have become the main
performance bottleneck of computing systems, see [3, 75, 4].

Memory chip manufacturers have tried to bypass the weak performance of the memory
core by designing tricky memory interfaces which isolate the behavior of the slow memory
core from the fast interconnections between the memory chip, a memory controller, and
a central processing unit. This has led to a variety of memory interface implementations
which essentially are based on the same memory core technology and functionality.

This survey illustrates and compares several currently available RAM implementations.
Most of the information has been extracted from data sheets. In addition, performance,
capacity, and timing measures of different architectures have been unified. This simplifies
the comparison of individual memory chips as well as the choice of a particular RAM
which best fulfills the needs of a specific application. The survey does not focus on special
electrical characteristics but on performance measures. Although, only single RAM chips
are considered, the corresponding module or bus standards are shortly mentioned.

Structure of a minimal memory system

A minimal memory system consists of a central processing unit (CPU), a memory con-
troller, and a RAM chip. The memory controller is responsable for the translation of read
and write instructions of the CPU into control signals for the RAM. Linear addresses must
be translated into two-dimensional addresses which are used inside the memory chip. In
addition, the controller must satisfy the timing requirements of the memory chip because
the timing of control signals is not checked by the RAM itself. In the worst-case, the
memory controller has to stall the CPU until the RAM is again capable of accepting read
or write accesses.

Three buses are distinguished, namely for data, control signals, and addresses. In some
systems, combinations of these signals are multiplexed onto a single bus. Usually, this is
done with addresses and data signals or addresses and control signals. The signal values
on the control bus at a certain point of time can be seen as a memory instruction by which
the memory chip is programmed. In this view, suitable control signal combinations define
an instruction format. See Fig. 1 for an overview of a minimal memory system.

Related work

A lot of RAM architecture overviews have been published. However, since advances in
RAM technology evolve rapidly, only the most recent ones are not outdated.

In [35] and [56], an overview of the functionality, the architecture, and some typical
applications of dynamic RAM types such as CDRAM and SDRAM is given. However,
some of the described RAM types, e.g. EDO-RAMs, concurrent Rambus RAMs, and Video
RAMs, are already outdated. Unfortunately, the articles only show new trends in RAM
architecture development. They do not provide a detailed description and comparison of
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Figure 1: A minimal memory system.

the different memory types in terms of performance measures, electrical characteristics,
or organization.

In [36], an overview of some dynamic RAM architectures is given and a performance
comparison is presented. However, the results depend on the chosen CPU type and its
characteristics and are therefore not easily adaptable to individual CPUs.

The most recent overview is given in [10] since dynamic RAM types such as DDR-
RAMs, Direct Rambus, and SLDRAM are mentioned. This article focuses on typical
applications and configurations of memory systems. However, only the performance be-
havior of SDRAMs is described in detail.

In [59], dynamic as well as static RAM architectures are reviewed including applica-
tions, electrical characteristics, functionality, and organization.

Thus, this report can be seen as an enhancement of [59]. It focuses on performance
measures and organization details of currently available memories.

This report is organized as follows: Section 2 gives an overview of the basic functionality
of memory chips which includes the description of the operation and the timing of typical
RAMs. Moreover, a critical performance measure for certain applications is defined: the
worst-case random access time. In section 3, the different currently available memory
architectures are described. This covers various dynamic and static RAM chips as well as
the corresponding memory modules. Section 4 summarizes and compares the performance,
the capacity, and the organization as well as the electrical characteristics of the presented
RAMs. Finally, this report ends with a conclusion and an outlook over RAM types that
may be seen in the near future.

2 Functionality of RAMs

RAMs may be distinguished according to different features. They may be classified by
volatileness, by organization, i.e., the number of memory banks, by the command and data
interfaces, by application, by packaging, by their ability to keep electrical charge, and by
other electrical characteristics. Not all of these criteria are considered in this report.
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This report deals with volatile memories such as dynamic and static memories. That
is, a supply voltage of typically 2.5 V to 5 V must be permanently supplied for the RAM
chip to function properly. Otherwise, the contents of the memory cells are lost. Moreover,
some RAMs lose electrical charge after a certain amount of time even though a constant
supply voltage is provided. These RAMs are called Dynamic RAMs (DRAMs). They
must refresh their charge periodically. RAMs that do not require a refresh operation are
called Static RAMs (SRAMs).

Furthermore, DRAMs and SRAMs can be subdivided into synchronous and asyn-
chronous RAMs. Synchronous ones buffer data, address, and control signals in order to
separate the timing of the memory cells from the timing of the controlling processor. This
way, the data and control interfaces of the memory can be configured for a pipelined op-
eration. Asynchronous RAMs do not buffer signals. In the worst-case the RAM may stall
the operation of the central processing unit (CPU) since the CPU is directly dependent
on the latencies and delays of the RAM chip. Mixed architectures are also possible. For
example, extended data output RAMs (EDO RAMs [59]) use a synchronous data interface
but asynchronous control and address interfaces.

Since synchronous RAMs become more and more common, this report only considers
this RAM type.

2.1 Organization of RAMs

A RAM consists of a multitude of memory cells which hold the information of one bit
each. A certain amount of bits, typically four to 32 bit, forms the smallest accessable piece
of information that can be addressed. Memory cells are arranged in a two-dimensional
array. Thus, a certain piece of information can be accessed by using its row and column
index (address) in the two-dimensional array. Addresses are transferred from the memory
controller to the RAM and are decoded within the RAM chip in order to keep addresses
short. This is done separately for rows and columns. The address pin count of a RAM
chip is further reduced by transferring the row and the column address for one access
successively. In this manner, a whole row within a memory array is selected first and a
column is chosen thereafter.

The contents of a whole row are amplified by the so-called sense amplifiers. Since sense
amplifiers form a considerable part of the total cost of a RAM chip, memory arrays are
usually asymmetric, i.e., they have less columns than rows to keep the amount of infor-
mation that must be amplified small. A memory array together with the corresponding
decoders and sense amplifiers is usually called a memory bank.

A RAM chip may consist of several memory arrays. By using them concurrently, the
capacity and the throughput of the RAM are increased. On the one hand, each memory
array within a memory chip has its own row of sense amplifiers. On the other hand, the
arrays in the same chip must share input and output pins and corresponding buffers.

A detailed description of the organization of RAMs with the main focus on electrical
details and semiconductor structures which are needed for a DRAM operation as well as
the development history of dynamic RAMs can be found in [1, 8] and an overview in [34].

2.1.1 Read accesses

If the CPU wants to read the contents of a location at a special address in the RAM,
the memory controller must at first transfer the bank number and the row address of
that location to the RAM. The RAM chip now decodes the row address and transfers
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the information of the corresponding row into the sense amplifiers. This first phase of a
memory read access is often called the activation of a memory row.

In order to select a particular column entry in the activated row, the memory controller
now has to supply the according column address to the address pins of the RAM. After
decoding, the RAM is able to drive the data bus with the contents of the sense amplifiers
for that column entry.

Subsequent column entries may be transferred through the data bus during consecutive
clock cycles without any further control signals of the memory controller if a burst read
access instruction is used. In this case, the provided column address is the starting address
in the memory row for successive reads. The column address is automatically incremented
by the RAM. An example for a burst read operation of eight data words is sketched in
Fig. 2.
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2.1.2 Write accesses

At the beginning of a write access, a row of the memory array must be activated in the
same way as at the beginning of a read access. That is, with the help of a bank number
and a row address, the information in the corresponding row is transferred into the sense
amplifiers for further processing. Then, the memory controller has to transmit a column
address and the data word which has to be written into a particular column entry of the
activated row. This data word updates the information contents of the chosen column
entry in the sense amplifiers.

As already described for the read access, a write access may also use a burst write
instruction to simplify write accesses to subsequent column entries in the sense amplifiers.
In this manner, column addresses are incremented automatically by the RAM and the
memory controller must just drive the data pins of the RAM with different data words in
consecutive clock cycles. An example for a burst write operation of eight data words is
sketched in Fig. 3.

2.1.3 Precharging

Accesses to memory cells of a dynamic RAM through the sense amplifiers are destructive,
i.e., the charge is lost and cannot be reconstructed by the cell itself. Hence, a precharge
operation is needed to reconstruct the cell contents based on the current information that
is held in the sense amplifiers. The memory controller must initiate the precharge of a
memory bank before it is allowed to activate another row of the same memory array.

Some of the delay introduced by the precharge operation can be hidden if a read
operation is performed before the precharge. A column entry of the sense amplifiers must
be transferred into an output buffer before it can be read out by the memory controller.
The precharge of the corresponding memory array may be performed concurrently to the
read out of the buffer because the contents of the sense amplifiers are no longer needed.

2.1.4 Refreshing

If a dynamic RAM is used, the charge of the cells is lost slowly due to leakage effects.
This is why the charge of the cells must be restored. This process is called refresh and
implemented by an activation and a following precharge of each row of all memory arrays
in the RAM. The whole device must be refreshed in intervals of typically 16 to 64 ms.
Alternatively, one can refresh only a single row by time in smaller intervals of some µs in
order to refresh the whole RAM within 16 to 64 ms. In this way, the penalty for refreshing
the whole device is distributed over the refresh interval.

2.2 Timing

The timing requirements of synchronous RAMs depend on their architectural features.
The communication mechanisms between RAMs and a memory controller can be coarsely
devided into two classes: cycle-based and packet-based communication. In the former
case, RAMs can accept a new instruction on the control bus with each clock cycle. Most
of the currently available RAMs use this mode of communication. On the latter case, an
instruction is distributed through several clock cycles in order to save some pins and due to
the fact that it is usually not possible to use each clock cycle for a new instruction. In this
case, instructions and bursts of data words can be seen as packets which are transferred
according to a communication protocol like in communication networks.
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Figure 3: General functionality of a write operation: timing a), functionality b).

In data sheets, 30 to 40 timing parameters can be found that describe the exact
behavior of the corresponding chip. In the next subsections, only around 10 are pointed
out. This is sufficient to model the behavior of a RAM if it is properly used, i.e., without
breaking an instruction by issuing another one too early.

2.2.1 Timing parameters for cycle-based communication

The following timing parameters are all specified in terms of clock cycles. The given values
are typical for current main memory RAM chips like SDRAMs (see subsection 3.2.1). The
timing parameters are additionally displayed in Fig.4.

tACT: This is the time it takes to activate a row of an idle memory bank, i.e., the memory
bank is precharged and not subject to be refreshed in the next few clock cycles before
the activation. After the corresponding row address has been decoded, the sense
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amplifiers are filled with data from the memory array. Typically, around three clock
cycles are needed for this operation. This parameter is often called tRCD in data
sheets.

tPRE: This time is needed to precharge an active row. Typically, three to four cycles
are spent for this instruction. The charge of the memory cells of a row is restored
according to the information stored in the sense amplifiers. The memory bank is
in the idle state after the precharge operation has finished. This parameter is often
called tRP in data sheets.

tROW: This is the minimal period an activated row must be kept activated before it may
be precharged, typically around 6 clock cycles. This parameter is often called the
minimal RAS cycle time tRAS,min in data sheets and is measured from the beginning
of the activate instruction to the beginning of the precharge operation for the same
row. That is, tROW includes tACT .

tAAS: This is the minimal time between two activations of arbitrary rows in the same
memory bank, typically 9 clock cycles. Thus, this parameter can also be seen as the
minimal refresh interval of rows in the same bank. It consists of the activation and
precharge delays tACT and tPRE as well as the minimal row active time tROW . This
parameter is usually called tRC in data sheets.

tAAI: This parameter specifies the minimal time between activations of rows in different
memory banks and is typically two clock cycles. That is, this parameter can be seen
as the minimal time distance between two activation instructions on the control bus
for interleaved activation of two rows in different memory banks. It is usually called
tRRD in data sheets.

tCAS: This parameter describes the so-called column address strobe delay, typically three
cycles. This is the time between issuing a read instruction on the control bus and
the appearance of the first data item on the output pins. In data sheets, the same
parameter named tCAS can be found.

burst length: The length of a burst read or a burst write operation must be specified.
Typical burst lengths are four column entries or a full page burst. This length is the
number of data word items, i.e., the number of column entries in the sense amplifier
row, that are transferred consecutively without the need of providing new column
addresses by the memory controller. If a full page burst is specified, the whole row
of the array which can be found in the sense amplifier is read or written. RAM chips
usually employ a wrap around feature which maps the access to the column after
the last one in the current row to the first one of the same row. The burst length is
usually configured during initialization of the RAM chip or during an idle state of
the RAM, e.g., after a refresh of the whole device has been completed.

The following parameters are also displayed in Fig. 5.

tWAR: This is the minimal write-after-read operation delay, typically one to two cycles.
That is, this time interval must be spent between the transmission of the last data
word of a read operation on the data bus and the transfer of a following write
instruction on the control bus. This delay is necessary because the flow direction of
data words changes within the RAM. By violating this delay requirement, there is a
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Figure 4: Timing parameters for cycle-based RAM communication.

possibility that data read out from the sense amplifiers collide with data that were
already latched into the RAM chip for writing.

tINP: This delay must be spent between the transfer of the last data item of a burst write
and a following precharge operation in the same bank. This delay assures that the
information which is held by the sense amplifiers is up to date and that the array is
precharged accordingly. This parameter is usually called tDPL in data sheets.

tWDD: The supply of data words by the memory controller for writing must be delayed
by this value in order to synchronize the data transfer with the decoding of the
column address. RAMs, which use only a single edge per clock cycle as reference
usually do not need this delay, i.e., tWDD = 0, and the first data word for writing is
supplied together with the corresponding write command. Double data rate RAMs
(see subsection 3.2.5), however, usually expect a data word one clock cycle after the
write instruction (tWDD = 1 clock cycle).

tREF: The maximal refresh interval of the whole memory chip is specified by this value.
The RAM chip must be refreshed completely at least once within an interval of
length tREF . That is, every memory row within the RAM must be activated and
precharged during this interval. In data sheets, the same parameter named tREF

can be found.

2.2.2 Timing parameters for packet-based communication

Unfortunately, the timing parameters for SLDRAMs (subsection 3.3.1) and RDRAMs
(subsection 3.3.2) are slightly different. However, the parameters they have in common
are described here and differences are pointed out.

Some of the parameters are specified in the data sheets relative to the end of a particular
packet. Nevertheless, the timing intervals defined in this subsection always start and end at
the beginning of a packet in order to be able to compare them easily with the corresponding
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Figure 5: Timing parameters for cycle-based communication, write-after-read operation.

timing parameters of cycle-based communicating RAMs. The parameters for the packet-
based case can be determined from the timing values given in the data sheets since the
packet length is usually constant.

The behavior of packet-based communicating RAMs is completely different compared
to cycle-based communicating ones if read-write or write-read turnarounds occur on the
control bus. In the cycle-based case, the appearance of another read or write instruction
on the control bus instantaneously breaks the current data transfer on the data bus, see
Fig. 6 b). In the packet-based case however, new read or write instructions and data
transfers may overlap without any interference (Fig. 6 a)).
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Figure 6: Effects of operation turnarounds on the control bus.

Most of the parameters have already been presented in the preceding subsection.
Hence, they are only briefly mentioned here. Fig. 7 gives an overview of the introduced
parameters.

tACT: This is the time it takes to activate a row of an idle memory bank. This pa-
rameter is called tRCD in the RDRAM data sheet and can be calculated from the
tBR, tPR, tBW , tPW times specified in the SLDRAM data sheet. Interestingly, the
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activation times are different for a read and a write operation in the SLDRAM
specification.

tPRE: This time is needed to precharge an active row. This parameter is called tRP in
data sheets.

tROW: This is the minimal period an activated row must be kept activated before it may
be precharged. This parameter is often called the minimal RAS cycle time tRAS,min

in data sheets and is measured from the beginning of the activate instruction to the
beginning of the precharge operation in the same row. That is, tROW includes tACT .

tAAS: This is the minimal time between two activations of arbitrary rows in the same
memory bank. Thus, this parameter can also be seen as the minimal refresh interval
of rows in the same bank. It consists of the activation and precharge delays tACT

and tPRE as well as the minimal row active time tROW . This parameter is called
tRC in the RDRAM data sheet and tRC1 in the SLDRAM specification.

tAAI: (not drawn in Fig. 7) The minimal time between two activations of a row in different
memory banks is specified with this parameter. It is called tRR in the RDRAM case
and is equal to the packet length in the SLDRAM case because an activation may
be immediately followed by another activation.

tCAS: This delay describes the so-called column address strobe delay. This is the time
between the issue of a read instruction packet on the control bus and the appearance
of the beginning of the corresponding data packet on the data pins. In data sheets,
this parameter is called tCAC in the RDRAM case and tPR in the SLDRAM case.

burst length: The length of a burst read or a burst write operation is specified with this
parameter. The length is fixed for RDRAMs (eight items, 16 bit each) and may be
set to four or eight items (16 bit) individually for each data packet in the SLDRAM
case.

tWAR: This is the minimal write-after-read operation delay. This time interval must
be spent between the transmission of a read command packet and the begin of a
following write command packet on the control bus without disturbing the data
bus. This parameter can be determined from the tCAC and tCWD times given in a
RDRAM data sheet and from tRWD in the SLDRAM case.

tRAW: (not drawn in Fig. 7) This is the minimal read-after-write operation delay. This
time interval must be spent between the transmission of a write command packet
and the beginning of a following read command packet on the control bus without
disturbing the data bus. This parameter can be determined from the tWRD parame-
ter in the SLDRAM case. Using RDRAMs, a read command packet can immediately
follow a write command packet.

tINP: (not drawn in Fig. 7) This delay must be spent between the end of the data packet
of a burst write and a following precharge operation packet for the same bank. This
parameter can be determined from the tWR time in a SLDRAM data sheet and the
tRTR time in a RDRAM data sheet. However, the RDRAM case is described in more
detail in subsection 3.3.2 since additional control packets must be used after a write
command packet and the following corresponding precharge command packet.
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tWDD: The supply of the data packet by the memory controller for writing must be
delayed by this value in order to synchronize the data transfer with the decoding of
the column address. This parameter is called tCWD in a RDRAM data sheet and
tPW in a SLDRAM data sheet.

tREF: The maximal refresh interval of the whole memory chip is specified by this value.
In data sheets, the same parameter named tREF can be found.
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Figure 7: Timing parameters for packet-based RAM communication.

2.2.3 Worst-case access time

For random accesses, i.e., a read or write access to an arbitrary address, a RAM should
deliver or store a data item as fast as possible. Unfortunately, there are situations in
which a random access needs more time than in other situations since the RAM is in an
unfavorable state. For instance, a particular row is activated and now another row of
the same memory array is needed. Thus, the current row in the sense amplifiers must be
precharged and the new one has to be activated. Furthermore, an access may be delayed
due to a turnaround of the access type, e.g., a read access follows a write access, as the
direction of data words on the data path in the RAM changes.

The worst-case has been identified to be a read access after a write access in different
rows of the same memory array. The delay is measured from the next active clock edge after
the completion time of the write access, i.e., the data bus is released but the corresponding
row is still in the sense amplifiers. If the memory controller now wants to issue a read
instruction for a data item of another row in the same memory array, the current row
must be precharged and the next one activated. Furthermore, the delay is extended by
the column address strobe delay tCAS .

The approach to keep a row activated until another row is required is called open-page
policy and works obviously best if successive operations access the same memory row. On
the other hand, one may consider a closed-page policy which always precharges the sense
amplifiers after an access. The most common memory controller chips use an open-page
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policy. Thus, the worst-case access time defined in this subsection considers an open-page
policy, too.

Therefore, the worst-case delay of an arbitrary access is measured from the release of
the data bus by the preceding write operation to the appearance of the first data item of
the following read operation. This delay is given by the sum of the following latencies:
the data in to precharge delay tINP minus the time distance from the transfer of the last
data item of the write access to the next active clock edge (typically half a clock cycle or
a full clock cycle for cycle-based communicating RAMs, zero for the packet-based case),
the precharge delay tPRE, the row activation delay tACT , and finally the column address
strobe delay tCAS .

taccess,worst−case = tINP + tPRE + tACT + tCAS

Up to one clock cycle must be subtracted from taccess,worst−case if a cycle-based communi-
cating RAM is used (see the definition for tINP in that case).

One may notice, that the minimal active time of a row tROW of the preceding write
operation is not taken into account, assuming that the burst length of the write instruction
is sufficiently large. Thus, the active row can be precharged tINP (data-in to precharge
delay) after the write burst operation has been finished. This condition is usually fulfilled
if a burst length of greater or equal four consecutive data items is used.

Finally, it can be seen that the worst-case access delay is determined by the delay
characteristics of the memory array core and not by the speed of the memory interface,
i.e., not by the delay of successive accesses to consecutive column entries of an active row
in the sense amplifiers.

3 Available synchronous RAM types

Synchronous SRAMs and DRAMs have several features in common. They both have
synchronous interfaces for the control bus and the input/output buses. These interfaces
isolate the main memory cell arrays from the signals of the memory controller. The control
interface has a command pipeline for every memory bank in the RAM. Nevertheless, it is
normally not possible to transfer a memory instruction on each clock cycle for interleaved
processing of the parallel memory banks because the banks in a RAM chip have to share
a single data bus and an input/output buffer pair and the RAM chip itself does not check
for data collisions on its internal data path.

Read and write accesses can be used in burst operation mode, that is, data words on
successive addresses are transferred without the need of additional address transfers by the
memory controller. A sense amplifier row is subdivided into segments of the burst length.
If a burst operation does not start at a boundary of such a segment, the burst operation
wraps around to the beginning of the segment when the boundary is reached in order to
read or write the whole segment. So-called interleaved and linear bursts are distinguished.
A linear burst counter increments the current column address modulo the burst length.
An interleaved burst counter may increment or decrement the least significant bits of the
column address dependent on the starting address and according to a fixed scheme. That
is, only single column entries of the same row within the boundaries of a burst length
segment are interleaved. Using the interleaved burst operation mode of a RAM does not
mean that accesses to different memory banks are interleaved.
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Furthermore, some RAMs use special control instructions to combine operations. For
instance, there are control instructions which perform an activation of a row and a consecu-
tive read or write operation. Moreover, read and write instructions can often be combined
with a subsequent precharge operation.

RAMs usually offer different power-down modes to reduce the power dissipation during
idle time. These modes as well as the different initialization and calibration procedures
are not considered in this report.

3.1 RAMs for particular applications

3.1.1 Multibank DRAM (MDRAM)

MDRAMs [53, 68], designed by Mosys Inc. and produced by Siemens, are mainly used for
graphic cards in personal computer systems. Currently, they are more and more replaced
by synchronous graphics RAMs (SGRAMs, see subsection 3.2.4).

Addresses and data words are multiplexed on the same bus. The control bus uses the
rising edge of the clock for identifying new instructions. Data and address transfers are
performed on both edges of the clock. Unfortunately, the interface for control signals is not
implemented completely synchronously since the control signals on the bus must be kept
constant during the whole read or write operation, see Fig. 8 for an example. That is, read
and write instructions cannot be performed in a pipelined manner. No other activation or
precharge instruction can be issued during a read or write operation. Only activation and
precharge operations for different banks can be performed in an interleaved way during
another activation or precharge operation. Furthermore, read and write operations are
always bursts and the burst length cannot be configured statically. That is, each read and
write operation must be finished by an explicit stop instruction on the control bus (see
Fig. 8). Thus, a clock cycle is always wasted on the control bus.
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Figure 8: MDRAM timing constraints.

On the one hand, MDRAMs use a very high number of up to 80 memory banks. On
the other hand, the bank size is very small (32 KByte). Thus, the chip capacity is limited
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to a maximal value of 2.5 MByte. Due to the small bank size and the high bank count,
the row active time tROW can be kept small (four clock cycles, 24 ns) and up to 10 KByte
of data can be kept available in the sense amplifiers of all banks.

Pairs of banks can be assigned to different logical address spaces. There are special
registers on the chip which can be configured for this purpose.

The maximal refresh interval of 16 ms, in which the RAM must be completely refreshed,
is rather long compared to other RAMs. Moreover, instructions for the concurrent acti-
vation or precharge of multiple banks are not provided and thus a long time period must
be spent for refreshing all banks.

3.1.2 Cached DRAM (CDRAM)

A CDRAM [51] is a special RAM produced by Mitsubishi Corp. that consists of a single
2 MByte DRAM memory bank which is coupled with a 2 KByte SRAM through a 128 bit
wide internal bus. The rising edge of the clock is used for all operations.

There are separate external data, control, and address buses. The DRAM and SRAM
parts must be addressed through separate pins. That is, a CDRAM can be seen as a
DRAM core with a small on-chip cache. On the one hand, the control is not transparent,
i.e., the two RAM parts must be controlled as two separate devices. On the other hand, the
wide internal bus reduces the communication overhead for maintaining consistent DRAM
and cache contents.

There is no burst operation mode and since there is only a single DRAM memory
bank, there is also no interleaved operation. The sense amplifiers of the memory bank can
hold 512 Byte available.

The tROW time with seven clock cycles (49 ns) as well as the refresh cycle time of
64 ms are in the normal range.

3.1.3 3DRAM

The 3DRAM of the third generation [48] is a special RAM designed by Mitsubishi Corp.
for two- and three-dimensional graphics support on graphic cards. The 3DRAM can be
seen as a dual-ported RAM with different clock speeds on each port. There are separate
control and address buses. Both ports and the buses use the rising edge of the clock for
transfers. The first port is a read-only port and provides a constant bit stream which is
intended to be used for the mandatory screen refresh of the graphic card. The second port
is used for read and write accesses to the pixel values of the screen contents. The number
of columns and rows of a memory bank resembles common video screen formats, namely
256 rows by 640 columns of 16 bit entries.

The 3DRAM combines a four-bank 1.25 MByte DRAM with a small on-chip ALU
which can relief a two- or three-dimensional graphics rendering controller of basic calcula-
tions, such as simple blend, mask, stencil, compare, and logical functions on pixel values.
Since the ALU is integrated on the chip, it is able to use a 256 bit wide internal bus for fast
accesses to the sense amplifier contents of the memory banks. Furthermore, the DRAM
banks and the ALU are decoupled by an additional 256 byte SRAM buffer, which is used
by the ALU to load and store data values for calculations.

Since the sense amplifiers of a memory bank can only supply one access at a time,
namely a transfer for the video data output port or a transfer on the internal bus, two
additional small 80 Byte buffers are placed before the video data output port (see Fig. 9).
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This way, video data can be constantly read out through the 16 bit wide video data port
while another transfer on the internal bus is performed concurrently.
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Figure 9: 3DRAM overview.

The four DRAM banks can be exploited in an interleaved fashion. Read and write
operations cannot use a burst mode. However, the single accesses to the sense amplifiers
use wide internal data paths, namely 256 bit to the internal bus and the ALU SRAM
buffer and 640 bit to the video data port buffers.

The tROW time of eight clock cycles (80 ns) is relatively long and the 3DRAM must
often be refreshed, namely every 16 ms.

3.2 Cycle-based communicating DRAMs

3.2.1 SDRAM

Currently, SDRAMs [26, 37, 65, 74, 38, 16, 22, 50, 64, 70] are the most often used
synchronous DRAM type. Almost every semiconductor manufacturer produces some
SDRAM variants. Especially, the RAM modules (i.e., several RAM chips mounted on
a printed circuit board, see section 3.5) according to the PC 66/ PC 100 SDRAM spec-
ifications [28, 29, 27] by Intel and the imminent PC 133 standard by the Joint Electron
Device Engineering Council (JEDEC) are used in personal computers as main and graphic
card memory, in workstations, and in network shared memory switches.

SDRAM chips are currently most common in 64 Mbit, 128 Mbit, and 256 Mbit ca-
pacities distributed over up to four banks. That is, SDRAMs provide the largest memory
banks compared to all other RAM types with a size of up to 64 MBit. Up to 4 KByte
of information can be offered concurrently in the sense amplifiers of all banks. There are
separate buses for data, address, and control signals, which all use the rising edge of the
clock as reference. The SDRAMs of the 64 MBit, 128 MBit, and 256 MBit generations are
pin compatible to each other. The additional address pins of the larger RAMs are unused
in the smaller ones.
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Read and write accesses can be used in a burst mode and the burst length is pro-
grammable up to a full page burst. However, this mode is not necessarily supported by
all SDRAM implementations. The refresh overhead can be kept small since the maximal
refresh interval of 64 ms is long compared to other RAM types and several banks can be
activated and precharged concurrently with a single control instruction.

The minimal row active time tROW of five to six cycles (40 ns) is in the middle range
of all compared RAM types. This statement is also true for the column address strobe
delay tCAS of three to four clock cycles which corresponds to 20 ns to 30 ns.

3.2.2 Enhanced SDRAM (ESDRAM)

ESDRAM [12, 21] is a slightly modified SDRAM concept by Enhanced Memory Systems
Inc. which is produced by IBM Corp. The basic characteristics look very similar to
SDRAM features. An ESDRAM can be used with SDRAM instructions and may therefore
replace an existing pin compatible SDRAM of equal size. The ESDRAM’s enhanced
features are not used in this case.

The performance of ESDRAMs is increased by two design improvements. Firstly,
the memory arrays have been redesigned to achieve shorter access times. Secondly, each
memory bank is coupled with an additional row SRAM cache of 512 Byte. These caches
can be used concurrently to the basic sense amplifiers which also keep the contents of a
row of 512 Byte available. That is, two arbitrary rows of each memory array are available
for fast column accesses, see Fig. 10.
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Figure 10: ESDRAM data flow path.

Unfortunately, there are limitations for the accesses. The SRAM row caches can only be
used for read accesses. They are automatically updated with the sense amplifier contents
when a read instruction occurs on the control bus for the row that is held in the sense
amplifiers. After the update, the memory bank can be precharged and another row can
be loaded into the sense amplifiers. The execution time for these operations may be
completely hidden since read operations can be fulfilled by the SRAM cache contents if
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the content of the new row is not yet needed. Refresh operations can be hidden in the
same way. However, write operations always perform on the sense amplifiers. That is,
one row R1 of a memory array can be kept open in the sense amplifiers for writing and
another row R2 of the same memory array is available in the SRAM cache for reading.
However, in this situation column entries cannot be read from row R1 or be written to
row R2 directly. The memory bank must be precharged and the corresponding row has to
be reactivated for the according operation. If the row cache and the sense amplifiers hold
the information of the same row, the contents of R2 are updated automatically in case a
data item is written to row R1.

On the other hand, the ESDRAM size of only 2 MBytes distributed over two memory
banks compares badly with current SDRAM sizes. SDRAMs are already one to two
generations ahead of ESDRAMs. Nevertheless, the delay parameters are the shortest
compared to all other DRAM types. A column address strobe delay tCAS of only 12 ns
(two clock cycles) can be achieved as well as a minimal row active time tROW of four clock
cycles. Furthermore, the activation time tACT of only 12 ns reduces the refresh overhead
and the worst-case random access time. Finally, the maximal refresh interval of 64 ms is
the same as for ordinary SDRAMs.

3.2.3 Virtual Channel SDRAM (VC-SDRAM)

VC-SDRAM [55, 71] is another SDRAM variant which is also pin compatible with standard
SDRAMs of the same size. The offered VC-SDRAMs belong to the 64 MBit generation
and use two memory banks with a common row size of 512 Bytes.

The enhancement introduced with VC-SDRAMs consists of 16 small SRAM cache areas
called channels. The channels have a size of a quarter of a row each, i.e., 128 Bytes. This is
why each sense amplifier row of each bank is subdivided into four segments. The contents
of a segment can be transferred into an arbitrary channel; see Fig. 11 for an overview.
All read and write operations perform on channel contents. That is, a read operation is
subdivided into two steps in the worst-case. Firstly, the contents of a segment must be
copied into a channel with a channel prefetch operation and secondly, the channel must be
read out with a channel read operation. The same is true for a write operation (channel
write followed by a channel restore operation). The memory controller has the choice of
using two distinct memory instructions for these two steps or of issuing a single SDRAM
compatible instruction for the same operation. The SDRAM compatible instruction is
then automatically split into the two phases by the VC-SDRAM chip controller. Two
adjacent segments of the same sense amplifier row can be copied into adjacent channel
numbers with a single so-called pair prefetch operation.

Since the memory arrays and the channels can operate concurrently, activation, pre-
charge, and refresh penalties can be hidden completely. On the other hand, the memory
controller has to take care of the data consistency of the sense amplifier and channel
contents.

The burst length is programmable and a length of 16 items is provided in addition to
the standard SDRAM burst lengths. A full page burst is not supported.

The delay characteristics are similar to standard SDRAMs. The device must be re-
freshed every 64 ms. The minimal row active time tROW of seven cycles (49 ns) is relatively
long and increases the refresh overhead. The column address strobe time tCAS is one clock
cycle longer than the typical SDRAM tCAS . This can be explained by the communication
overhead introduced by the two-step read operation (channel prefetch and consecutive
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Figure 11: VC-SDRAM operation concept.

read from the channel).

3.2.4 Synchronous Graphic RAM (SGRAM)

SGRAMs [13, 17, 49, 62, 69] are produced by a variety of semiconductor manufacturers.
SGRAMs can be seen as small and fast SDRAMs with additional functionality that es-
pecially supports basic graphic functions on graphic cards in personal computers. The
same instruction format as for SDRAMs can be used. However, SGRAMs are not pin
compatible with SDRAMs.

SGRAMs additionally have two special registers, a bit mask register and a color reg-
ister, which both have the same bit width as the data bus. The bit mask register is used
in the write per bit mode in which each single bit on the data bus can be masked during
a write operation. The contents of the color register are used in the block write mode.
In block write mode, the color register is copied eight times in eight consecutive column
entries of a sense amplifier row in just one clock cycle. Additionally, the bit mask can be
used.

SDRAMs and SGRAMs have their main features in common. The burst length is
programmable and a full page burst is supported. There are instructions for the concurrent
precharging of both memory banks. Control, data, and address buses are separate and they
all use the rising edge of the clock as reference. The capacity of 2 MBytes is distributed
over two memory banks. A row size of 1 KByte is common. However, the external data
bus width per chip of 32 bit is larger than the bus width of ordinary SDRAMs (four to
16 bit).

With a tROW of six cycles (40 ns) and a tCAS of just two clock cycles, an SGRAM
is slightly faster than the average SDRAM. SDRAMs and SGRAMs must keep the same
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refresh interval of 64 ms.

3.2.5 Double Data Rate (DDR) SDRAMs and SGRAMs

DDR-SDRAMs [23, 43, 52] and DDR-SGRAMs [44, 61] are high throughput variants of
SDRAMs and SGRAMs. They use the rising edge for instruction transfers on the data
bus. Contrary to SDRAMs and SGRAMs, DDR-RAMs use both the rising and the falling
edge for data transfers in order to double the throughput of the input-/ output interface.
Non-DDR RAMs are often called Single Data Rate (SDR) RAMs to distinguish them from
their DDR variants.

An additional signal called data strobe must be used in order to synchronize the data
transfers with the edges of this signal. Thus, it can be seen as an additional clock signal for
the data flow which must be driven by the memory controller for write operations and by
the memory chip for read operations. An example of an arbitrary read operation followed
by an arbitrary write operation in different rows of the same memory bank is given in
Fig. 12. Furthermore, the behaviors of an SDR and a DDR RAM, which are controlled
by the same signal sequence on the control bus, are compared for this particular access
sequence.
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Figure 12: SDR and DDR access mode comparison.

DDR-SGRAMs and SGRAMs characteristics look very similar. They both use pro-
grammable burst lengths, the same instruction format, a 32 bit wide data bus, and the
same package with almost the same pinout. Differential clock inputs are used and some
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address pins are interpreted differently, since a DDR-SGRAM uses twice the number of
banks which are on the other hand of half the row size.

The basic timing parameters of DDR-SGRAMs and SGRAMs such as tROW and tCAS

are about the same. Therefore, the minimal row active time can be a throughput limiting
factor for DDR-SGRAMs since the data transfer time is halfed, but the rows must be kept
activated for the same amount of time than in SGRAMs. See again Fig. 12 for a situation
in which a read and a write operation cannot be performed in an interleaved fashion. In
this case, the DDR variant is not at all faster than the SDR version due to the minimal
row active time tROW .

Moreover, the maximal refresh interval of DDR-SGRAMs is reduced by a factor of up
to four compared to SDR-SGRAMs of the same size and clock frequency. This causes a
bigger refresh delay penalty.

The comparison of DDR-SDRAMs and SDRAMs basically underpins the same state-
ments. The main difference between the two types of memories is the speed of the input-/
output interface. The characteristics of the underlying memory core are the same. The
core is not faster than in the non-DDR generation. Therefore, the minimal row active
time becomes a potential performance bottleneck.

Furthermore, the packages of DDR-SDRAM and SDRAM memory types are different
since for a DDR-SDRAM more supply pins are needed and the clock must be provided
through differential inputs.

A detailed description and comparison of DDR SDRAMs and SGRAMs can be found
in [2].

3.3 Packet-based communicating DRAMs

3.3.1 Synchronous-Link DRAM (SLDRAM)

SLDRAM [14],[72, 40] is a memory specification according to future IEEE (P1596.7) and
JEDEC (VSMP, TSOP packaging) open standards. It includes the description of an I/O
bus for interconnecting up to eight SLDRAM devices with a single memory controller.
The I/O bus scheme needs two distinct clocks for data transfers and a third clock signal
for control signals. All clocks use differential input pins. The data clocks can be driven
by the controller for write transfers to the RAM. The data clocks may be driven by the
SLDRAM devices for read transfers to the controller. This is why SLDRAMs need a
complex calibration procedure for read, write, and clock delays at the startup of the whole
memory system.

Control and address signals share a single bus; the data bus is separate. Both buses
use both edges of the clock for transfers. Read, write, activation, and precharge request
packets are transferred on four consecutive clock edges. A burst data transfer may consist
of four or eight data words which are transmitted in four and eight consecutive clock edges,
respectively. The according burst length can be chosen separately for each request packet.
In order to reduce the usage of the control bus, an activation, a read or a write instruction,
and a following precharge operation can be specified in a single request packet.

A 64 Mbit SLDRAM consists of eight banks with a relatively large row size of 1 KBytes.
That is, a total of 8 KBytes of data can be kept available in the sense amplifiers of all
banks.

The maximal refresh interval of 64 ms is common for a synchronous DRAM. On the
other hand, the minimal row active time tROW of 60 ns corresponding to 12 clock cycles
is not decreased compared to other DRAMs. Since SLDRAMs use both edges of the clock
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and a data packet maximally needs four clock cycles, the tROW time may be a performance
limiting factor for random accesses. A minimal tCAS time of 36 ns (7.5 clock cycles) and a
tACT time of 30 ns (six clock cycles) resemble the usual delays of a standard DRAM core.
Interestingly, the minimal activation delay seems to be smaller for activation instructions
followed by a write than for an activation instruction followed by a read.

3.3.2 Direct Rambus DRAM (RDRAM)

RDRAM [5], [60, 18, 19, 20, 73] is a memory specification developed by Rambus Inc.
Royalties must be paid if a semiconductor manufacturer wants to use the RDRAM archi-
tecture. However, since some of the biggest personal computer and consumer electronics
suppliers and manufacturers such as Intel, AMD, Sony, Acer, and Compaq have decided
to use RDRAMs in their future products, RDRAMs will certainly play a major role in the
DRAM business.

RDRAMs will be initially available in 64 Mbit, 128 Mbit, and 256 Mbit sizes. The
64 Mbit variant uses 16 memory banks, the bigger sizes 32 banks. The row of the memory
banks have a size of 1 KByte. However, the sense amplifier rows cover just half of the row
entries carrying only 512 Byte of information. Therefore, sense amplifier rows must be
shared between adjacent memory banks in order to cache the information of a complete
memory array row in two sense amplifier rows. This is why just half of the available
memory arrays can be kept activated concurrently in the best case with the additional
constraint that adjacent memory banks of an activated bank must remain in a precharged
state and cannot be activated. On the other hand, the sense amplifiers are still able to
cache 8 KByte of information in a 64 Mbit chip. This is a relatively large value compared
with the other DRAM types.

A RDRAM uses a single bus for addresses and control instructions as well as a separate
bus for data transfers. Both edges of the clock are used on both buses. There are two
differential clock signals for each direction of the signal flow. The clock signals must be
provided externally. The transmission of all kinds of packets is started at the falling edge
of the clock and needs four clock cycles (eight clock edges) for completion. Thus, the burst
length is fixed to eight data words of 16 bit. The maximal clock frequency of 400 MHz is
the highest one of all compared RAM types.

Additional instructions are necessary for the control of the write buffer. This buffer is
always used if data is written to the RDRAM. The buffer carries the information of a sin-
gle burst write transfer. The memory controller must take care of the data consistency of
the write buffer and the sense amplifier contents. That is, the contents of the buffer must
be transferred to the corresponding sense amplifiers with the help of a so-called retire in-
struction packet after a minimal delay tRTR after the beginning of the corresponding write
command packet and before the appearance of any subsequent read, write, or precharge
instructions for the same memory location.

However, a retire instruction can be skipped if a read or a write instruction to another
RDRAM chip is issued after the time tRTR. In this case, the write buffers of all other
devices are retired automatically. Moreover, a write instruction tRTR after another write
to the same device also retires the write buffers automatically.

Nevertheless, the additional retire commands may delay subsequent operations. Con-
sider a situation where a read operation follows a write operation to the same memory
address. In this case, the read operation must be delayed until the write buffers are in a
retired state.
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The maximal refresh interval of 32 ms is in the middle range of the compared memory
types. The minimal row active time tROW of 50 ns (20 clock cycles) as well as a column
address strobe delay tCAS of 30 ns (12 clock cycles) are typical for a DRAM core of
the 64 Mbit generation. Therefore, the tROW time is a limiting factor for fast arbitrary
accesses through the “overclocked” RDRAM input-/output interface. Furthermore, there
are no instructions for the concurrent activation or precharge of parallel memory banks
within a RDRAM. Thus, the overhead for the refresh of the whole chip is increased.

3.4 SRAMs

3.4.1 Pipelined burst SRAM (PBSRAM)

PBSRAMs [24, 47, 42, 39] use the same operation modes as synchronous DRAMs. Read
and write instructions may be used in burst mode, the synchronous interface is pipelined
and thus allows to issue memory instructions with every clock cycle. The most common
sizes are currently 128 KByte, 512 KByte, and 1 MByte per SRAM chip. The main
application is in external second-level cache memories of computer systems.

The buses for data, addresses, and control signals are separate. They all use the rising
edge of the clock as reference. The burst length is fixed to four data items.

Since PBSRAMs are optimized for speed, the address of a data item in memory is not
split into row and column addresses but fully specified in one clock cycle. The pin count is
increased but an arbitrary data item can be read out with a delay of just two clock cycles
independently of the address and the state of the SRAM. An equivalent DRAM ought to
have the timing parameters tACT = 0, tCAS = 2 cycles, tROW = 0, and tPRE = 0.

Due to SRAM technology, a refresh operation is not necessary and there is no limiting
minimal row active time parameter that must be kept.

On the other hand, the worst-case power dissipation of an SRAM in operation is higher
than for any DRAM type.

3.4.2 PBSRAM variants

Since a PBSRAM needs two clock cycles to read out the contents of an arbitrary address
after the read instruction is issued and write data must be supplied instantaneously with
the write instruction, NOP instructions must be inserted if the sequence of instructions
changes from read to write accesses. Furthermore, the data bus cannot be completely
exploited if a read access follows a write access.

Therefore, a gain in throughput can be achieved by delaying the supply of the write
data relatively to the write instruction on the control bus by the same amount of time as
the SRAM delays the read out of data relatively to the read instruction. See Fig. 13 for
an example of an alternating read-write access sequence. This mode of operation is called
late write. In the PBSRAM case, cycles on the data bus are unused if write data words
are not delayed. The Zero Bus Turnaround (ZBT) SRAM [45] by Micron as well as the
no-turnaround SRAM [63] by Samsung use the late write mode for reducing the number
of unused data bus cycles.

3.4.3 DDR-PBSRAM

DDR-PBSRAM [25, 41] are the DDR enhancement of PBSRAMs, i.e., the address and
data buses use both edges of the clock. DDR-PBSRAMs are mainly used as second level
cache memories.
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Figure 13: Influence of the late write operation mode, burst operations.

The package differs from PBSRAMs of the same size, since additional supply voltage
pins are needed as well as differential clock inputs.

Since DRAM timing parameters like tROW are meaningless in the SRAM case, the
throughput is improved due to halfed data transfer times for arbitrary read or write
accesses. Besides, the read access delay is further reduced to 1.5 clock cycles.

3.5 Available RAM modules

A module is a printed circuit board (PCB) on which several memory chips are mounted.
In addition, there is a non-volatile device on the module which can be read out by the
memory controller and which determines the timing and electrical characteristics of the
used memory chips. There are several module specifications available which provide a
fixed data bus width. For instance, a 64 bit wide module for SDRAMs may consist of
eight RAM chips with an eight bit organisation or of four chips with an 16 bit organisation.
There are limitations which consider the maximal count of memory modules that can be
supplied by a single memory controller due to load and timing constraints.

The most common module specifications are:

168-pin DIMM: (Dual In-line Memory Module) This module standard is specified by
JEDEC [30]. It is used for a 64 bit wide data path and usually equiped with
SDRAMs. If 4 bit organized RAM chips are used, the module has additional buffers
in order to reduce the load of select and clock signals. Several chips are needed in
parallel to drive the data bus at a time. SLDRAMs will also use this module type.
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184-pin DIMM: This 64-bit wide module is used for the double data rate variants of
SDRAM and SGRAM chips. The additional pins are needed for further supply pins
and data strobe clock signals.

144-pin SODIMM: (Small Outline DIMM) This is a module standard by JEDEC in-
tended for small scale RAM chip packages with a low power dissipation. These
modules are mainly used in notebooks and small scale embedded systems and have
a data bus width of 64 bit.

184-pin RIMM: This module type specified by Rambus Inc. will be used to combine
up to 16 RDRAM chips on a single PCB. A RIMM has the same form factor as the
corresponding DIMM, but is not pin compatible. The module has a 16 bit wide data
bus. Since RDRAM chips also use a 16 bit data path, a single chip drives the whole
bus at a time.

144-pin SORIMM: Rambus equivalent of the 144-pin SODIMM.

The modules are used for different kinds of bus topologies. DIMMs are connected
in parallel to the memory controller. In order to cope with the load, some signal lines
are doubled. On the other hand, RIMMs are connected serially and form a so-called
Rambus channel. This is why unused RIMM connectors must be populated with a so-
called continuity module which just connects the input data bus segment with the output
bus segment of the RIMM connector.

Clock signals are used in different ways. DDR-SDRAMs and DDR-SGRAMs as well
as SLDRAMs drive data strobe signals in case of a read operation relatively to a global
clock signal. On the other hand, the data strobe is driven by the memory controller in
case of a write operation. Thus, for each direction of data flow, a distinct clock signal is
used. RDRAMs however use two clock signals that must be provided by the interface. No
data strobe signal is generated by a RDRAM itself. There is a separate clock generator
which drives a clock signal in one direction on the Rambus channel. At the end of the bus,
the clock line is folded with another clock line which drives a clock signal in the opposite
direction. That is, both data strobe signals are driven by the same clock chip.

On the serial Rambus channel, signal changes can appear in less than 2 ns. Hence,
signals may have a considerable round-trip time. In [46], this time was determined to be
around 10 ns in the worst-case. This has a strong influence on the read latency and the
delay introduced by read-write or write-read operation turnarounds. For example, a fully
loaded SLDRAM system just uses one half of the Rambus clock frequency and one third
of the maximal bus length of a Rambus channel. Therefore, the worst-case round trip
time of a signal is reduced and does not have such a strong impact on the performance
than in a Rambus system ([46]).

The capacity limit of a Rambus channel is reached if 32 RDRAMs distributed over
three RIMMs are connected to the channel. However, the storage capacity of a single
channel may be further increased by using buffered RIMMs. Thus, the load per pin can
be reduced but an additional delay of at least one clock cycle is introduced. Nevertheless,
one may combine several separate channels to increase the capacity further. Due to the
organisation of a Rambus memory system in a narrow channel with serially interconnected
RDRAMs, a lot of memory banks can be used concurrently. Each RDRAM consists of at
least 16 memory banks. Since just a single RDRAM drives the data bus at a time, up to
512 memory banks may be controlled individually in a fully configured Rambus system in
order to hide activation and precharge latencies.
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Three to four DIMMs can typically be found in a fully configured memory system
consisting of up to 32 SDRAMs. Server memory controllers support up to eight DIMMs.
On each DIMM, at least four memory chips have to drive the data bus in parallel. Thus,
these four chips are controlled in the same way. Their memory banks cannot be controlled
individually. Therefore, having four banks per SDRAM, a total of just 16 individual
memory banks may be seen in a SDRAM memory system. The storage capacity may
be further increased by using buffered modules or by using several DIMM data paths in
parallel.

The idea to interconnect RAM chips serially to form a Rambus channel like system
could also be implemented with common memory chips such as SDRAMs. However,
error correcting code algorithms used in server computers take advantage of the parallel
structure of DIMMs. Currently, no algorithms and storage patterns are known which
perform error correction for a Rambus channel on a bit and on a device level as efficient
as current algorithms on ECC-DIMM populated server systems do.

4 Comparison

A lot of characteristics can be defined by which memory chips are distinguishable. At the
end of this section an overview of the characteristics of the compared RAM types is given.
Table 1 summarizes the most important performance measures, table 2 shows the usual
memory capacities, and finally table 3 presents the electrical characteristics as well as the
packages of the compared RAM chips. In the following subsections, some of the features
are explained in more detail.

4.1 Throughput of the memory interface

This value is determined by the clock frequency of the different buses for control, addresses,
and data words. Most of the compared RAMs use the same frequency for all types of
buses. The DDR-variants of SRAMs, SGRAMs, and SDRAMs double the maximal data
throughput by using both edges of the clock for the data bus. Finally, packet-based
communicating RAMs transfer all kinds of signals on both edges of the clock. Clock
frequencies in the range of 66 MHz up to 400 MHz are currently provided with a main
focus between 100 MHz and 200 MHz, see Fig. 14.
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Figure 14: Maximal frequency of signal changes on all buses.

The throughput of the RAM interface can be seen as another performance measure.
Long burst transfers, e.g., cache line fills, are especially determined by this measure since
consecutive column entries cached in the sense amplifiers can be read out or written with
the interface frequency. This frequency does not directly depend on the timing behavior
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of the memory core. Delays introduced due to activation and precharge latencies are
neglectable if the burst length is chosen long enough.

Data bus widths of 4, 8, 16, or 32 bit are most common for a single RAM chip. Usually,
a chip of a fixed capacity is offered with different data bus withs. That is, the more bits are
spent for the width of the data bus, the less column entries are available in an activated
row since the row size is fixed. Therefore, different configurations are possible to achieve
a particular memory system of a certain size. For instance, using two 16 bit chips of the
64 Mbit generation result in a capacity of 16 MByte for a 32 bit wide system, whereas
four 8 bit chips would result in a 32 bit wide system as well, but with a size of 32 Mbyte.
The throughput of both systems would be the same.

Most of the RAMs are available at least with a data width of 16 bit. A width of 32 bit
is most common for SRAMs and SGRAMs. The smaller data widths of 4 and 8 bit are
mainly used for SDRAMs, since SDRAMs are primarily utilized for large main memory
capacities.

SRAMs, RDRAMs, and SLDRAMs are also offered with data widths of 18 instead
of 16 bit and 36 instead of 32 bit, respectively. The additional bit lines may be used to
implement error correcting codes. For that purpose, one additional bit is spent for every
data Byte.

4.2 Worst-case random access delay

This value is calculated according to the description in section 2.2.3 and mostly depends
on the timing characteristics of the memory array core. Control, data, and address buses
clocked at high rates do not provide a faster access. All access delays of DRAMs are of the
same magnitude. Only ESDRAMs are slightly faster than the usual DRAMs, see Fig. 15.

Nevertheless, access times of SRAMs are one magnitude smaller than DRAM access
delays.
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Figure 15: Comparison of the worst-case random access delay.

4.3 Capacity per chip and memory bank

A variety of chip capacities and memory bank sizes is available, see Fig. 16 for an overview.
RAM chips intended for graphic applications like 3DRAMs, SGRAMs, and MDRAMs
use relatively small memory banks in order to reduce activation delays and to have sev-
eral banks available for latency hiding. RAMs for main memories such as SDRAMs and
RDRAMs use the largest memory bank sizes. However, RDRAMs use four times more
memory banks than a corresponding SDRAM of the same size. That is, more banks can
be controlled concurrently with the potential to hide most of the activation and precharge
delays. This is mandatory since the RDRAM memory interface is noticeably faster than
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the SDRAM interface and thus the sense amplifier contents are read out more rapidly.
Finally, SRAMs are realised with a single memory bank.

Some RAM types, e.g. SRAMs, RDRAMs, and SLDRAMs, are available in slightly
larger capacities as the ones shown in Fig. 16, because an additional bit is spent per storage
Byte in order to implement error correcting codes. This 12.5% increase in capacity may
also be used for normal storage of data.
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Figure 16: RAM and memory bank capacities.

4.4 Price per MByte

Since customer prices for semiconductor devices are continuously changing, this subsection
just gives an impression of the relative proportions of the RAM prices to each other. The
prices were specified by resellers and distributers for small quantities of chips at the end
of 1998. An overview of the prices is given in Fig. 17.

RDRAMs are expected to have a 40 % to 50 % price penalty compared to a PC 100
SDRAM of the same capacity when they will be introduced in the second half of 1999.
That is, the price per MByte for a RDRAM is an estimation rather than a specification
by a company or distributor.

4.5 Electrical characteristics and package

The electrical characteristics such as power dissipation, supply voltage, and interface spec-
ifications as well as the package outlines are not pointed out in whole detail in this report.
However, since these specifications may be needed for the choice of a suitable RAM chip,
they are listed in table 3.

The complete specifications of the chip packages such as TSOP and TQFP with pin
counts, spacing, etc. can be found in [33, 30]. The features of the interface types such as
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LVTTL and SSTL are described in [32, 31]. The power dissipation values were taken from
the data sheets.

RAM chips of the same type and capacity are sometimes available with different in-
terface types. For instance, there are SRAMs according to the LVTTL or the SSTL
specification. Hybrid solutions are also possible. Certain DDR-SDRAMs for example may
use LVTTL voltage levels for the control and address bus but may transfer data according
to the SSTL 2 specification.

4.6 Comparison summary

Table 1 summarizes the performance features of all compared RAM types. The interface
frequency is the frequency of the main clock. In the next column, the clock edges are
specified which are used as reference for control and data signals. If different settings are
used for control and data signals, an entry can be found for each case in the table. The
refresh penalty is deduced from the minimal delay between two adjacent row activations
on the same bank tAAS and the number of rows and banks within a chip. Control signals
for the concurrent activation and precharge of rows on different banks are exploited (if
available). The worst-case (WC) latency is given by the worst-case random access time
defined in subsection 2.2.3. The column burst modes states the number of adjacent column
entries that can be transferred consecutively without the support of additional addresses
from the memory controller. A full page burst reads out the contents of the whole activated
row.

Table 2 displays the number and size of the rows, columns, and memory banks within a
chip. Furthermore, the resulting total capacity is shown as well as the width of the external
data bus. It can be seen that there are RAM types such as RDRAMs and SLDRAMs
which are only able to address coarse column entries. The addressed column entry is then
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interface edges refresh
memory frequency used penalty WC latency burst modes

type [MHz] [r(ising)/ [% of cycles] [cycles/ns] [#items]
f(alling)]

MDRAM 166
ctrl: r

< 6.2 % 11 / 66 full pagedata: r+f
CDRAM 143 r < 0.7 % 10 / 70 none

3DRAM
83 (video) r < 0.8 % 9 / 90 full page (video)
100 (pixel) none (pixel)

SDRAM 143 r < 0.6 % 10 / 70 1,2,4,8 (full page)
ESDRAM 166 r < 0.2 % 7 / 42 1,2,4,8,full page

VC-SDRAM 143 r < 2.4 % 9 / 63 1,2,4,8,16
SGRAM 143 r < 0.4 % 9 / 63 1,2,4,8,full page

DDR
143

ctrl: r
< 1.0 % 9 / 72 2,4,8

SDRAM data: r+f
DDR

166
ctrl: r

< 0.9 % 10 / 70 2,4,8,full pageSGRAM data: r+f

SLDRAM 200
ctrl: r+f

< 1.2 % 21 / 105 4,8
data: r+f

RDRAM 400
ctrl: r+f

< 1.8 % 34 / 85 8data: r+f
PBSRAM 200 r - 2 / 10 4

ZBT/Nt-SRAM 150 r - 2 / 13.5 4
DDR

200
ctrl: r -

1.5 / 7.5 4SRAM data: r+f

Table 1: Performance measures of current memories.

transferred with the help of a burst access. On the other hand, e.g. SDRAMs can address
fine column entries so that several consecutive column entries may be transferred within
a burst access. That is, RDRAMs use addresses which are multiples of the burst transfer
length.

Table 3 summarizes the electrical characteristics as well as the packages of the com-
pared RAM chips. The detailed packages descriptions can be found in [33, 30]. The input/
output interface (I/O IF) specifications are pointed out in [32, 31].

Interestingly, an SRAM may consume more power than a DRAM if it is used inten-
sively. Moreover, the faster the device is, the lower is the power supply voltage it must
cope with in order to maintain sharp signal edges.

5 Conclusion

The fastest DRAM cores are produced by Enhanced Memory Systems (ESDRAM). In
addition, the option to have two memory pages of the same memory bank open at the
same time within an ESDRAM may be interesting for certain applications because page
turnaround times within a memory bank can be dramatically reduced.

RDRAM and SLDRAM as well as all DDR solutions are high speed interfaces wrapped
around a standard DRAM core, i.e., they are not able to access the DRAM core any
faster. Thus, the minimal row active time of a DRAM core becomes more and more a
critical, performance limiting factor for random accesses. On the one hand, the high speed
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organization per chip
memory #rows/ #columns/ #banks/ bus width

type row size column size total size per chip
[Byte] [bit] [MByte] [bit]

MDRAM 256 / 128 32 / 32 36 / 1.125 16
CDRAM 4096 / 512 32 / 128 1 / 2 16
3DRAM 256 / 1280 16 / 640 4 / 1.25 16 (video)

32 (pixel)
SDRAM:
64 Mbit 4096 / 1024 2 / 8
128 Mbit 8192 / 1024 2048 - 512 / 4,8,16 2 / 16 4,8,16
256 Mbit 8192 / 1024 4 / 32
ESDRAM 2048 / 512 1024 - 256 / 4,8,16 2 / 2 4,8,16

VC-SDRAM 8192 / 512 256 - 64 / 4,8,16 2 / 8 4,8,16
SGRAM 1024 / 1024 256 / 32 2 / 2 32

DDR-SDRAM:
64 Mbit 4096 / 512 1024 - 256 / 4,8,16 4 / 8 4,8,16
256 Mbit 8192 / 1024 2048 - 512 / 4,8,16 4 / 32 4,8,16

DDR-SGRAM 512 / 1024 256 / 32 4 / 2 32
SLDRAM 1024 / 1024 128 / 64 8 / 8 16
RDRAM:
64 Mbit 512 / 1024 16 / 8
128 Mbit 512 / 1024 64 / 128 32 / 16 16
256 Mbit 1024 / 1024 32 / 32
SRAM:
4 Mbit 256k x 16 bit 1 / 0.5 16

128k x 32 bit 1 / 0.5 32
8 Mbit 512k x 16 bit 1 / 1 16

256k x 32 bit 1 / 1 32

Table 2: Capacities of current memories.

memory chip package-#pins I/O IF type supply WC power
type voltage consumption

MDRAM PQFP-128, PLCC-68 (LV)CMOS,SSTL 5 or 3.3 V 0.8 W
CDRAM TSOP-II-70 LVTTL 3.3 V 1.5 W
3DRAM QFP-128 LVTTL 3.3 V 1.6 W
SDRAM TSOP-II-54 LVTTL 3.3 V 0.7 W

ESDRAM TSOP-II-44/54 (4,8/16 bit) LVTTL 3.3 V 0.5 W
VC-SDRAM TSOP-II-54 LVTTL, SSTL 2 3.3 V 1.0 W

SGRAM (T/P)QFP-100 LVTTL, SSTL 3.3 V 1.1 W
DDR-SDRAM TSOP-II-66 LVTTL. SSTL 2 3.3 V 1.0 W
DDR-SGRAM TQFP-100 SSTL 2 3.3 V 1.6 W

SLDRAM VSMP/HSMP-64,TSOP-II-80 LVCMOS, SSTL 2 2.5 V 1.3 W
RDRAM µBGA-74/126 Rambus-SL, 1.8 V 2.5 V TBD
SRAM TQFP-100,Bump BGA-119 LVTTL, SSTL 2 3.3 V 1.6 W

DDR-SRAM Bump BGA-153 HSTL, LVTTL 2.5 or 3.3 V 2.5 W

Table 3: Electrical characteristics and packages of current memories.
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interfaces may help to save I/O pins as the time to transfer a certain amount of data from
the interface is reduced. On the other hand, maintaining signal integrity is much more
difficult at 400 MHz and needs additional power, ground, and clock pins. Finally, RDRAM
technology must be licensed. Nevertheless, since most of the personal computer suppliers
and manufacturers have decided to support RDRAMs in the future, Rambus RAMs are
likely to dominate the PC market in the near future.

SDRAMs and SGRAMs, which are actually very similar products, are currently widely
used. Therefore, their corresponding module standards DIMM and SODIMM are common
and SG/DRAM populated DIMMs may be purchased in a variety of configurations.

SRAM technology is the fastest RAM access solution at the expense of a cost and power
dissipation penalty. However, designing a memory controller for synchronous SRAMs is
easier than designing one for a synchronous DRAM since all the difficulties introduced by
using DRAM technology such as refreshing intervals and access delays dependent on the
internal state of the RAM do not appear.

6 Outlook

This section tries to give a short overview of the development of RAM chips that may be
seen in the near future.

First of all, double data rate variants of the ESDRAM and VC-SDRAM types are
already manufactured. Moreover, prototypes of the next generation DDR-SDRAMs ([15])
are already designed. However, these designs just enhance the throughput of the interface,
not of the memory array.

The capacities of RAMs will further increase by using smaller submicron structures.
However, using current technologies this process has a limit due to fundamental scaling
problems ([9]). A low power dissipation, a high performance, and a tiny semiconductor
structure cannot be achieved together. A solution for this problem may be a multilevel
RAM technology. That is, more than two resolvable voltages may be stored in a memory
storage cell. Moreover, vertical or even three-dimensional structures may be exploited for
storage cells on RAM chip wafers.

The access time for arbitrary addresses may be reduced with the so-called Fast-Cycle
RAM architecture ([66]) by Fujitsu and Toshiba. This architecture no longer uses separate
row and column addresses but a single address as SRAMs do. Furthermore, pipelining
is not only used on column entries but also on rows. That is, the contents of the sense
amplifiers are latched into additional row buffers and the next row of the same memory
array can be activated during read and write operations in the current one.

Finally, CPU-like functionalities and the RAM array may be coupled more tightly, e.g.,
intelligent RAM (IRAM [58]), parallel processing RAM (PPRAM [54]), and computing
RAM (CRAM [11]) are concepts to integrate RAM with logic circuits. In addition, the
coupling of reconfigurable logic and DRAMs is investigated in reconfigurable architecture
DRAMs (RADRAM [57]) and was considered in the transit project [6]. Moreover, func-
tional units may operate directly on the contents of the sense amplifiers. Consider that
a current DRAM array is able to transfer the contents of a memory row (e.g. 512 Byte)
to the sense amplifiers during activation in less than 40 ns. That is, a memory chip can
achieve a throughput about 12 GByte per second internally. Most of this potential is
currently unused by todays memory interfaces.
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